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Your parents have agreed to purchase a cell phone and a plan for you. You must pay for the
phone service using your allowance which is $15 each week ($60 each month). You have an

option of two payment plans to consider. These plans are for local calls and texts only. Both
plans charge arr additional 15 cents for each minute of long distance calling to any area.

1) Describe each plan using the information from the line graphs.
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Plan A Description:
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2) What would you pay if you chose Plan A and talkeditexted for 120 minutes/times?

3) What would you pay if you chose Plan B and talked/texted for 120 minutes/times?
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4) List several decisions you would need to think about before selecting a local plan?
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5) Write equations to represent the cost of talking X amount of local minutes/texts for both
plans.
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6) Solve the system of equations using substitution. Does this solution match the solution of
the graph'/
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7) Your parents have told you yoffiffitr" "iil be taken away if you Can#fpTyTfiilblll-Ybu
have chosen Plan A. During the month you have talked three times to a friend who has

moved to Norlh Carolina for a total of 60 minutes. You have also texted 100 times this
month. Can you pay the bill this month if you have saved only 600/o of your allowance? Show

work and explain your answer.
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8) You have chosen Plan B. This month the company has a special discount. They will
deduct 25o/o fromthe total bill. What would the monthly bill be if you talked 5 hours locally,
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texted 50 times, and talked 2 hours long distance? Show your work.
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per month locally. Explain your
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(b) You always talk
your answer.
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(c) You talk/text 20 minutes/times each night of the week locally. Explain your answer.

(Monday - Sunday)
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8) Which plan would be best if:

(a) You never talk/texted more than 240 minutes/times
answer. ..\( st='e#

3 hours long distance, but use only 60 minutes/texts locally. Explain


